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Automatic License Plate Recognition (ALPR) is a widely used technology. However, due to the inﬂuence of complex environmental factors, recognition accuracy and speed of license plate recognition have been challenged and expected. Aiming to
construct a suﬃciently robust license plate recognition model, this study adopted multitask learning in the license plate
detection stage, used the convolutional neural networks of single-stage detection, RetinaFace, and MobileNet, as approaches to
license plate location, and completed the license plate sampling through the calculation of license plate skew correction. In the
license plate character recognition stage, the Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) integrated with the loss
function of the CTC model was employed as a segmentation-free and highly robust method of license plate character
recognition. In this study, after the license plate recognition model, DLPR, trained the PVLP dataset of vehicle images provided
by company A in Taiwan’s data processing industry, it performed tests on the PVLP dataset, indicating that its precision was
98.60%, recognition accuracy was 97.56%, and recognition speed was FPS > 21. In addition, according to the tests on the public
AOLP dataset of Taiwan’s vehicles, its recognition accuracy was 97.70% and recognition speed was FPS > 62. Therefore, not
only can the DLPR model be applied to the license plate recognition of real-time image streams in the future, but also it can
assist the data processing industry in enhancing the accuracy of license plate recognition in photos of traﬃc violations and the
performance of traﬃc service operations.

1. Introduction
The research on Automatic License Plate Recognition
(ALPR) has been done for more than 20 years [1]. ALPR
technology has also made considerable progress and has
been widely used in diﬀerent application ﬁelds and industries, such as automatic traﬃc violation detection [2, 3]. Take
Taiwan’s traﬃc management, for example. After conﬁrming
the fact that the driving violation is committed, the traﬃc
violation adjudication unit needs to issue a traﬃc ticket
(containing a photo as proof of the violation) and send it to
the driver to pay for the ﬁne. Therefore, the data processing
services industry can provide the police in charge of penalties with related services, such as assisting in printing and
mailing traﬃc tickets. The processing procedure is as follows:

ﬁrst, obtain the data of traﬃc violation cases from various
reporting units; next, submit the data to the ﬁling center to
import traﬃc violation photos and citations into the ﬁling
system and then to complete registration and monitoring
after conﬁrming the car registration information with the
Motor Vehicles Oﬃce; last, pass the data on to the printing
center to complete printing, postal delivery, and transferred
mailing data packaging. While importing the traﬃc violation
cases into the ﬁling system, the ﬁler can learn the car registration information, date, location, speed limit, driving
speed, and so on from the photo and citation. Meanwhile,
the ﬁler must carefully conﬁrm the data one by one and then
import them. This process is all manually performed, which
is not only cumbersome but also likely to cause business
losses to the company when the imported data are incorrect
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and even lead to an increase in the police’s workload. If the
violation photos and violation citations can be analyzed by
ALPR ﬁrst, not only can it reduce the rate of ﬁling error, but
it also can speed up the operation process. Therefore, this
study adopts the Dual-stage License Plate Recognition
Model (DLPR) based on MobileNets, RetinaFace, CRNN,
and CTC to enhance the license plate recognition rate and
speed for the traﬃc violation photos and thereby assist the
data processing industry in the license plate recognition
accuracy of the traﬃc violation photos as well as the eﬃciency of the service operation.
With the successful development and application of deep
learning in the ﬁeld of computer vision, such as face recognition and detection, relevant advanced face recognition
algorithms are also widely applied to the research of Automatic License Plate Recognition [4–8]. However, the
license plate recognition technology still has many challenges in reality, such as the pixel level of the camera, the
eﬀects of light and shadow during the day and at night,
diﬀerent weather conditions, diﬀerent shooting angles, and
even possible reﬂections or stains on the license plates, all of
which are complex variables so that the license plate recognition system is prone to recognition errors or failures. In
particular, the recognition procedures employed by the
license plate recognition technology in the past mostly
adopted the three-stage recognition method: license plate
detection, character segmentation, and character recognition; especially in the stage of character segmentation,
license plate images in a more complex environment were
often segmented imperfectly, resulting in incorrect character
recognition. Wang [9] established the Chinese City Parking
Dataset (CCPD), which contained 250,000 images of different vehicles in diﬀerent environments, classiﬁed the
images according to diﬀerent environmental factors, and
proposed a vehicle license plate recognition methodology
called Multitask Convolutional Neural Network for license
plate detection and recognition (MTLPR). MTLPR is based
on the Multitask Convolutional Neural Network (MTCNN)
[10] originally used in the face detection model and then
applied to the license plate detection. Also, MTLPR collocates the Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN)
with the Connectionist Temporal Classiﬁcation (CTC) to
conduct training to carry out an optical character recognition without character segmentation [11, 12]. The research
result shows that the license plate recognition in CCPD
using MTLPR can reach the recognition accuracy of 98%.
Although the application of license plate recognition
technology is relatively common, the improvement of accuracy is still limited. Taking the application of smart
parking lot management as an example, its license plate
recognition accuracy of more than 90% indicates its application value. Besides, the interface of the parking payment
system allows users to conﬁrm whether the license plate
numbers and vehicle photos belong to their own vehicles or
the license plate recognition system can perform a fuzzy
comparison with the dataset for the currently recognized
license plate number, so there is a certain error tolerance
space, and the photo-taking environment of the parking lot
can be controlled to a certain degree, in order to avoid the
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environmental factor that aﬀects the recognition rate.
However, when facing the issues of traﬃc law enforcement,
any character of the license plate number recognized by
ALPR cannot be wrong or missing, especially character “-” in
Taiwan’s license plate, whose position cannot be wrongly
recognized. If the license plates of all vehicles cannot be
correctly recognized, the workload of manual processing will
increase. On the other hand, there is a variety of photo
sources for traﬃc law enforcement based on science and
technology. For example, photos of traﬃc violations are
taken around the clock by the ﬁxed cameras on the roadside
outdoors. Consequently, they may be inﬂuenced by various
complex environmental factors, such as weather change,
diﬀerent day and night light, light and shadow reﬂections,
and distances between cameras and oﬀending vehicles.
Another example is the photo for proof taken by a roadside
parking toll collector. This photo was taken by a toll collector
with a mobile phone. Therefore, the position of the license
plate in the photo was aﬀected by environmental factors. Not
only was it aﬀected by light and shadow, but also it was
aﬀected by diﬀerent shooting angles due to the ﬁeld situation
or personal operation, usually including high-angle shot,
skew angle of the horizontal axis, horizontal oﬀset, and bias
angle of the vertical axis. Under the inﬂuence of the abovementioned various environmental factors, if the robustness
of the license plate recognition method cannot be adopted,
the recognition rate will often be unsatisfactory.
Every country has its own license plate encoding format
or appearance arrangement, and the development of LPR
needs to be adjusted based on diﬀerent regions. Take the
Taiwanese license plate regulated by the Directorate General
of Highways of Taiwan, for example. The current vehicles in
Taiwan have new-style license plates with 7 characters and
old-style license plates with 6 characters, whereas special
vehicles have 5- or 4-character license plates. In addition,
even the font styles used on the new-style and old-style
license plates are diﬀerent as well. Moreover, based on
application requirements, the “-” character on the license
plate also needs to be correctly recognized. However, the “-”
character is arranged in diﬀerent positions of the new style,
old style, and special vehicles, making it diﬃcult to correctly
identify the position of the “-” character on all license plates.
Therefore, these special conditions have become one of the
challenges of LPR.
The research purpose of this study is to propose a
methodology of license plate recognition that can adapt to
the inﬂuence of a variety of realistic environmental factors,
reach a fairly high rate of precision and accuracy under the
inﬂuence of various environmental factors after completing
the test results of training the license plate recognition
model, and enable the calculation speed to meet the requirements of real-time detection and recognition, leaving
more room of development and application for the license
plate recognition technology. In the experiment, this study
adopts the Taiwanese public license plate dataset, Application-Oriented License Plate (AOLP) [13], and the Taiwanese
license plate dataset of a company (the company has signed a
conﬁdentiality contract with the government), Private Vehicle License Plate (PVLP), in the Taiwan data service
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industry to perform training and testing of the DLPR license
plate detection and recognition model proposed by this
study. However, due to legal issues, the PVLP dataset is a
nonpublic database, so it is only applied to this study,
whereas the AOLP dataset is a public database, so it can be
provided for external use and academic research.

2. Related Works
If the early artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) needs to extract
features from images to perform object detection and recognition, it must rely on the artiﬁcially deﬁned feature
descriptor or the so-called feature extractor. For example,
Haar-like features [14] are used for object detection; features
of histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) [15] are used for
pedestrian detection; local binary patterns (LBP) [16] are
used to calculate the texture characteristics of objects.
However, these artiﬁcially deﬁned feature descriptors are
usually combined with machine learning algorithms, such as
support vector machines (SVM) [17] and adaptive boosting
(AdaBoost) [18], to eﬀectively classify or predict eigenvalues.
Lecun et al. [19] were the ﬁrst scholars who proposed the
concept of convolutional neural network (CNN). Also, they
came up with gradient-based neural network learning and
applied it to document recognition [20, 21]. The computation of CNN usually goes through multiple convolutional
layers and pooling layers, respectively, and ﬁnally enters the
fully connected layers to analyze the classiﬁcation results of
eigenvalues.
Nevertheless, the development of CNN was not quite
smooth at the beginning. The reasons were the limitations of
hardware technology in the 1990s and the CNN training’s
heavy reliance on a large number of sample datasets, but the
concept of the establishment of large sample datasets was not
very popular at that time. Later, GPU (Graphics Processing
Unit) developed by Nvidia was born, which can help accelerate massive matrix computations of CNN. Krizhevsky
et al. improved CNN and proposed AlexNet [22], combining
GPU to perform high-speed training and inference computation [23–25]. AlexNet beat other methodologies in the
object recognition contest of ImageNet 2012 and won the
championship, which made many scholars’ eyes widen at the
sight. This is also a milestone in the entire ﬁeld of machine
learning. Since then, CNN and deep learning have gradually
become today’s signiﬁcant studies. Nowadays, CNN is
widely used in image recognition [26] and natural language
processing [27]; for example, Tao et al. [8, 9] adopted a
lightweight CNN as a network structure for license plate
character recognition. Its main task is to perform feature
extraction on data and carry out parameter learning through
a large amount of data. It can adaptively adjust the weight
parameters of the feature extractor and then extract more
meaningful information from the data. Compared with the
traditional artiﬁcially deﬁned feature descriptors, CNN has
better robustness, and the recognition rate in many studies
using CNN is better than that in the traditional recognition
methodologies. The reason is as mentioned by Zhao et al.
[28]. If the features of the object extracted from the image
adopt the artiﬁcially deﬁned feature descriptor, it will be
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diﬃcult to cover the factors that need to be resolved, such as
light, shadow, and complex background. Therefore, as long
as a large and diverse number of samples can be provided in
the CNN training phase, a better feature extractor can be
obtained after the training is completed.
The loss functions of the object detection models that
adopt deep learning will directly aﬀect the identiﬁcation
capability of the models. Among them, the loss functions
more commonly used in the regression model include MSE
(Mean Square Error) and MAE (Mean Absolute Error), the
loss function more commonly used in the classiﬁcation
model includes cross entropy, and the loss functions more
commonly used in the CNN model include Huber Loss,
Focal Loss, and Center Loss. The advantage of Huber Loss is
that MSE is less sensitive to outliers and able to accelerate the
speed of convergence. In the well-known deep learning
object detection models, RetinaNet [29] uses Focal Loss to
deal with the foreground-background class imbalance or
data imbalance in object detection; YOLOv4 [30] adopts
BCE (Binary Cross Entropy) as the loss function of classiﬁcation and MSE as the loss function of coordinate; SSD [31]
employs cross entropy as the loss function of the predicted
boundary box and class prediction.
Object detection algorithms using deep learning algorithms can be divided into three categories: sliding-window
algorithm, two-stage detectors, and one-stage detectors [29].
The sliding-window algorithm is one of the early methodologies. LeCun et al. integrated the sliding-window algorithm with the CNN model to detect and recognize
handwritten digits from the background [32]. Astawa et al.
[33] adopted the sliding-window algorithm as a method of
license plate location and performed license plate detection
using photos taken by mobile phones with a detection rate of
94%. In their paper, the sliding-window algorithm was used
to capture multiple candidate regions in the photos, HOG
was employed by each candidate region to calculate an eigenvalue, and ﬁnally, SVM was applied to judge whether the
eigenvalue was a license plate. Uijlings et al. [34] used twostage detectors and a selective search algorithm to perform
license plate detection. First, in the ﬁrst stage called the
proposal stage, a large number of candidate regions with
more possibilities were proposed; although these regions still
contained foregrounds and backgrounds, they also had
excluded a large number of background regions at the same
time. In the second stage, the detection model was employed
to determine these candidate regions; if they were foregrounds, their categories would be identiﬁed; if they were
backgrounds, they would be eliminated. The method of twostage detectors is obviously more eﬃcient than the slidingwindow algorithm to detect all regions. R-CNN (Region
Convolution Neural Network) [35] also applies the method
of two-stage detectors to object detection. In the ﬁrst stage, a
selective search algorithm is adopted; in the second stage, the
CNN model performs the classiﬁcation task. As a result, it
signiﬁcantly improves the recognition accuracy. Faster
R-CNN [36] merges the ﬁrst-stage Region Proposal Networks (RPN) with the second-stage CNN, which not only
greatly reduces a large number of meaningless candidate
regions (alternative regions) but also enhances accuracy and
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facilitates training so that there is no need to train these two
network models separately. Compared with the two-stage
detectors, one-stage detectors lack the proposal stage, so they
require more object candidate regions for processing, and
they also need to deal with the problem of the imbalance of
foreground and background data like SSD [31, 37], YOLOv4
[30], RetinaNet [29], and RetinaFace [38] do. Based on the
above description, this study adopts a one-stage detector as
the algorithm for license plate location in order to achieve
the purpose of real-time license plate location.
The development of the convolutional neural network
(CNN) has become more and more mature and has been
widely used [39, 40]. Therefore, the Dual-stage License Plate
Recognition Model (DLPR) proposed by this study also
adopts the CNN-based methodology in the license plate
location stage and the license plate character recognition
stage. The license plate location stage refers to the methodology of RetinaFace applied to human face detection,
which is a one-stage object detector of multitasking learning.
Since its architecture has an excellent eﬀect on the application to face detection, this study applies the architecture of
the RetinaFace framework and MobileNet to the license
plate location stage. In the license plate character recognition
stage, to help the character recognition technology adapt to
the complex shooting environment, this study adopts an
end-to-end segmentation-free method of license plate
character recognition; that is, the CRNN model is integrated
with the CTC loss function for optical character recognition.

3. Methods
The DLPR license plate recognition method proposed by this
study aims to maintain high and robust recognition ability
under the inﬂuence of a variety of real environments. The
overall architecture of the license plate recognition system is
displayed in Figure 1.
In the architecture of the DLPR license plate recognition
system, the license plate location module regards RetinaFace
as the basis for the license plate location. RetinaFace is a
multitask neural network infrastructure. This model is used
to perform tasks such as license plate detection, bounding
box regression, and landmark regression. Therefore, after the
location of the license plate and the coordinates of its four
key points (upper left, lower left, upper right, and lower
right) are predicted, these four key points can correct the
license plate placed at a skew angle via perspective transformation, and then a screenshot of the corrected license
plate can be received. Subsequently, the screenshot of the
license plate is input into the license plate character recognition module, which is a segmentation-free character
recognition method implemented by CRNN combining
CTC, and ﬁnally, the license plate string can be recognized.
RetinaFace can accurately predict the location of the
license plate and the coordinates of four key points on the
license plate in the image frame. Accordingly, this network
infrastructure includes the outputs of three tasks-a classiﬁcation task, a bounding box regression task, and a landmark regression task. This study adopted the faster
MobileNet [41] as the backbone network of the model and
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combined the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [42] to keep
scale-invariant as much as possible. In FPN, the feature maps
of each layer P � p1 , p2 , p3  are input to the context
module, and three diﬀerent sizes of receptive ﬁelds are
applied to the feature maps of each layer for the convolution
operation to obtain the feature maps at diﬀerent scales in
order to further maintain the scale-invariant ability. Finally,
the context module calculates the feature maps of each layer
and then performs three multitask calculations again, including classiﬁcation head, bounding box head, and landmark head. Besides, the prior box mechanism proposed by
SSD is used as an encoding and decoding mechanism during
model training and inference; that is, this is a method
utilizing bounding box head and landmark head to ﬁgure
out the feature maps corresponding to the coordinates of the
original image.
3.1. MobileNet and Feature Pyramid Network. MobileNet is a
lightweight convolutional neural network that employs the
calculation method of Depthwise Separable Convolution to
achieve the eﬀect of reducing the computation load without
aﬀecting the size of the output structure. This study used
MobileNet as the backbone network infrastructure combining the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) to maintain the
model’s scale-invariant ability, which means that the model
targeted at any objects of any scales has a certain degree of
robustness which can predict their positions as well as sizes.
FPN divides the backbone network into several sequential
stages. In this study, there were three layers in the FPN so
that C � c1 , c2 , c3  represented the feature maps of each
stage in the backbone network. The topmost feature map c3
had deeper dimensional features and more meaningful semantics, but it could not accurately correspond to the coordinate of the original image where the object was located;
on the contrary, the bottom feature map c1 had a lower
dimensionality, which could not acquire better semantic
information, but it was closer to the original image in dimension so that it was easier to correspond to the coordinate
of the original image. The establishment of the feature
pyramid started with the top-layer feature map c3 � p3 , and
p3 performed upsampling to make itself the same size with
c2 ; c2 processed by the (1 × 1) convolution was added up to
obtain the second feature pyramid layer p2 . Based on the
above mentioned, a three-layer feature pyramid,
P � p1 , p2 , p3 , was established, so FPN retained the feature
map information of the low and high layers to achieve the
scale-invariant ability.
3.2. Context Module. The application of the context module
originated from the face detection method proposed by SSH
[43]. This method can detect faces with diﬀerent scales for the
same input image at one time. The context module uses receptive ﬁelds in diﬀerent sizes to generate diﬀerent feature
maps and ﬁnally concatenates them into a new feature map,
which also achieves a certain degree of scale invariance. This
study input three feature maps of P � p1 , p2 , p3  obtained
from the FPN calculation into their corresponding context
module for calculation. The context module was composed of
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Figure 1: Architecture of DLPR license plate recognition model.

three groups of receptive ﬁelds in various sizes, whose convolution kernel sizes were, respectively, presented as
{(3 × 3), (5 × 5), (7 × 7)}. Lastly, the feature maps obtained by
convolutions of these three groups of convolution kernels were
merged into a new feature map, FM � fm1 , fm2 , fm3 .
3.3. Prior Box. The prior box mechanism used by SSD can be
applied to the model training and inference of one-stage
detectors. The purpose of this mechanism is to set up a prior
box with a ﬁxed number and ﬁxed size. The prior box is set
up according to the anchor on the ﬁnal feature map,
regarded as the basis for the feature map and its corresponding coordinate of the original image. Therefore, this
study used the three feature maps of FM � fm1 , fm2 , fm3 
calculated by the context module to set an anchor for the
center position of each cell in the two-dimensional tensor of
each feature map and set up two prior boxes with each
anchor viewed as the center. In other words, each anchor on
the feature map was the center point of the prior box, and its
coordinates on the original image were expressed as
(Xpbox , Ypbox ),
Xpbox ←(Xfmi + 0.5) × sfmi ,
and
Ypbox ←(Yfmi + 0.5) × sfmi , in which (Xfmi , Xfmi ) indicated
all coordinates in the two-dimensional tensor of the feature
map fmi , 0.5 was the oﬀset of the coordinates, and sfmi was
the stride of the layer. For each feature map of
FM � fm1 , fm2 , fm3 , the two prior boxes set up on the
anchors had diﬀerent sizes. The prior boxes on fm1 were
matrix fm11 Bpbox � [bij] ∈ R16×16 of (16 × 16) and matrix
fm21 Bpbox � [bij] ∈ R32×32 of(32 × 32); the prior boxes on
fm2 were matrix fm12 Bpbox � [bij] ∈ R64×64 of (64 × 64) and
matrix fm22 Bpbox � [bij] ∈ R128×128 of (128 × 128); and the
prior boxes on fm3 were matrix fm13 Bpbox � [bij] ∈ R256×256
of (256 × 256) and matrix fm23 Bpbox � [bij] ∈ R512×512 of
(512 × 512). Since the size of the original input image varies,
the shape and size of the feature map FM calculated by the
context module will be diﬀerent as well. Therefore, the total
number of the set prior boxes is Npbox , whose calculation is
shown in equation (1), where numpbox � 2 represents that
the number of prior boxes on each anchor is set to 2 in this
study.
Npbox �  numpbox × hfmi × wfmi ,
i

i � 1, 2, 3.

(1)

Targeted at numerous prior boxes, a matching mechanism combining the prior box and the ground-truth box is
adopted in the training phase as a matching method for the
positive and negative samples of the prior boxes. By calculating the Intersection over Union (IoU) between the
ground truth Bgt and the prior box Bpbox , the IoU value is
used as the basis of matching. Its calculation is displayed as
follows:



B ∩ B
 gt
pbox 
,
(2)
JBgt , Bpbox  � 

Bgt ∪ Bpbox 
where the value of output by function J(Bgt , Bpbox ) is
IoU > 0.5, indicating that Bpbox will be matched as the
positive sample of Bgt ; otherwise, Bpbox will be matched as
the negative sample of Bgt .
3.4. Multitask Loss Function. In the ﬁnal multitask calculation stage, for the feature maps of FM � fm1 , fm2 , fm3 ,
three multitask network calculations are performed, respectively, which are classiﬁcation head representing the
classiﬁcation task, bounding box head for the bounding box
regression task, and landmark head for the landmark regression task [8, 9]. Each head analyzes all the prior boxes on
FM according to the purposes of the tasks, and then the ﬁnal
outputs Acls , Ab box , Alandmark  of the model are obtained.
Among the outputs, the output of the classiﬁcation head,
Acls � [aij ] ∈ RNpbox ×2 , represents the conﬁdence score of the
jth category of the ith prior box in the classiﬁcation task; the
output of the bounding box head, Ab box � [aij ] ∈ RNpbox ×4 ,
represents the oﬀset of the jth coordinate value of the ith
prior box in the bounding box regression task; the output of
the landmark head, Alandmark � [aij ] ∈ RNpbox ×8 , represents
the oﬀset of the jth coordinate value of the ith prior box in the
landmark regression task. In order to train the model to
accurately perform these three tasks, this study adopted a
multitask learning method. In the case of weights shared by
the model, the loss function of the classiﬁcation task
Lcls (xn , yn ), the loss function of the bounding box regression
task Lb box (xn , yn ), and the loss function of the landmark
regression Llandmark (xn , yn ) are deﬁned, respectively. The
target function of the overall model training is demonstrated
in the following equation:
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⎢
⎣
θ � arg min⎡
θ

Nsamples

1

∗

Nsamples

b box
+ αlandmark Llandmark
 αcls Lcls
⎤⎥⎦,
n + αb box Ln
n

where the neural network parameter θ is adjusted to minimize the overall loss value and Nsamples represents the total
number of training samples. Also, this study set parameters
αcls � 1, αb box � 2, αlandmark � 1 as the weights of training
all tasks. The purpose of training the classiﬁcation task in this
study is to accurately distinguish whether each prior box is a
license plate, that is, to perform two types of binary

Lcls xn , yn  � Lcls
n �

1
Npbox

L

xn , y n  �

Lbn box

�

1
Npbox

Npbox


i ∈ Positive

cls
 −ycls
i log pi  + 1 − yi  1 − log pi ,

(4)

i�1

��
�
��yb box − ob box ���2 .
� i
�
i
2

(5)
th

classiﬁcation. The output of the classiﬁcation head,
Acls � [aij ] ∈ RNpbox ×2 , means that each prior box contains
two conﬁdence scores for judging whether it is a license
plate, so they can also be called classiﬁcation probabilities.
The classiﬁcation task uses cross entropy as the basis to
design the loss function of its task, Lcls (xn , yn ), whose
deﬁnition is exhibited in the following equation:

Npbox

where there are Npbox prior boxes in the nth image sample.
After the prior boxes Npbox match all the ground truths of yn
on the image, each prior box will be matched to its corresponding ground truth. As to ycls
i ∈ {0, 1}, 0 represents that
the ith prior box is matched as a nonlicense plate, 1 represents a license plate, and pi represents the probability that
the ith prior box is predicated as a license plate. Therefore,
cross entropy calculates the diﬀerence between ycls
i and pi
and retrieves their average to solve for the loss function of
the nth sample.
In this study, the bounding box regression task was
trained so that the model could accurately calculate the oﬀset
between the speciﬁc prior box and the ground-truth box. The
output of the bounding box head, Ab box � [aij ] ∈ RNpbox ×4 ,
indicates that each prior box contains the oﬀsets of four
coordinate values, which are the oﬀsets of the upper left
corner coordinates, width, and height (Δxi , Δyi , Δwi , Δhi ).
The bounding box regression task uses L2 distance as the
basis to design the loss function Lb box (xn , yn ) of the task, as
shown in the following equation:
b box

(3)

n�1

Among all the prior boxes of the n sample xn , only the
prior boxes that are matched as positive samples are considered to calculate the L2 distance between the true oﬀset
ybi box and the oﬀset obi box predicted by the model, whose
average is retrieved to solve for the loss function of the nth
sample.
Since the landmark regression task was trained in this
study, the model could accurately calculate the oﬀsets between the upper left corner coordinates of the speciﬁc prior
box and the 4 ground landmarks on the real object. The
output of landmark head, Alandmark � [aij ] ∈ RNpbox ×8 , means
that each prior box contains the oﬀsets of the coordinates
(upper left, lower left, upper right, and lower right) of 4
ground landmarks, that is, a total of 8 oﬀset values
Δp1 xi , Δp1 yi , Δp2 xi , Δp2 yi , Δp3 xi , Δp3 yi , Δp4 xi , Δp4 yi .

Similarly, the landmark regression task also adopts the L2
distance as the basis to design the loss function of its task,
Llandmark (xn , yn ), as displayed in the following equation:
Npbox

Llandmark xn , yn  � Llandmark
�
n


i ∈ Positive

��
�
��ylandmark − olandmark ���2 .
� i
�2
i
(6)

Among all the prior boxes of the nth sample xn , only the
prior boxes that are matched as positive samples are considered
to calculate the L2 distance between the true oﬀset ylandmark
and
i
the oﬀset olandmark
predicted
by
the
model,
whose
average
is
i
retrieved to solve for the loss function of the nth sample.
3.5. Perspective Transformation. In the process of photographing license plates, the license plates may be skewed and
diﬃcult to be accurately recognized due to the diﬀerent
shooting angles. Therefore, this study adopted the method of
MTLPR, performing perspective transformation with four
corner points of the license plate. The license plate with a
skewed angle on the image was projected to more positive
new coordinates to correct its skew. Perspective transformation is adopted to help the two-dimensional plane
 u v 1  correspond to the three-dimensional space
through
the
transformation
matrix,
x y z
M � [aij ] ∈ R3×3 , as shown in the following equation:
a11 a12 a13 u
x
⎥⎤⎡⎢ ⎤⎥
⎡⎢⎢⎢ ⎤⎥⎥⎥ ⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎢ y ⎥⎥⎥ � ⎢⎢⎢ a a a ⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢ v ⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥,
⎢⎣ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 21 22 23 ⎥⎦⎢⎣ ⎥⎦
z
a31 a32 a33 1

(7)

where (u, v) refers to the coordinates on the original image
and (x, y, z) represents the coordinates in the transmitted
three-dimensional space. To make the transmitted threedimensional space be seen as a two-dimensional plane, the
three-dimensional space  x y z  is divided by z to form a
new three-dimensional space  x′ y′ 1 . Consequently,
(x′ , y′ ) can be regarded as new coordinates on the twodimensional plane, as displayed in the following equation:
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x′ �

x a11 u + a12 v + a13 k11 u + k12 v + k13
�
�
,
k31 u + k32 v + 1
z a31 u + a32 v + a33

7
H1 � ACT W1 · xt + b1 ,
(8)

y a u + a22 v + a23 k21 u + k22 v + k23
,
�
y′ � � 21
k31 u + k32 v + 1
z a31 u + a32 v + a33
where kij � (aij /a33 ). Thus, kij has 8 elements in total, and 4
sets of coordinates on the original image and the corresponding coordinates of each set on the new plane are
needed to solve for kij and further solve for the transmission
matrix M � [aij ] ∈ R3×3 . Therefore, the coordinates of the
four key points of the license plate on the image predicted in
the license plate location stage are P1 � (p1 x, p1 y),
P2 � (p2 x, p2 y), P3 � (p3 x, p3 y), and P4 � (p4 x, p4 y),
representing the coordinates of the upper left corner, lower
left corner, upper right corner, and lower right corner of the
license plate. Also, the coordinates of these four key points
and their corrected coordinates on the new plane,
P1′ � (0, 0), P2′ � (0, max(p2 y, p4 y)), P3′ � (max(p3 x,
p4 x), 0), and P4′ � (max(p3 x, p4 x), max(p2 y, p4 y)), are
substituted into equation (8) to solve for the transmission
matrix M � [aij ] ∈ R3×3 . Then, all the points in the quadrilateral surrounded by P1 , P2 , P3 , and P4 on the original
image can correspond to the new plane to complete the
license plate correction.

3.6. License Plate Character Recognition of CRNN and the
CTC Loss Function. The license plate character recognition
in this study adopts the Convolutional Recurrent Neural
Network (CRNN) as an infrastructure and CTC as the loss
function to train the model, and ﬁnally, the result sequence
predicted by the model is transcribed into the license plate
number, as shown in Figure 2. First, the license plate image is
standardized and compressed into size (100 × 32) and input
into the CNN layer for feature extraction to obtain a feature
map. Subsequently, the feature map is converted into a
feature sequence, and then the feature sequence is input into
the RNN layer for analysis and prediction to receive an
output sequence. Finally, the output sequence is transcribed
into a license plate string.
CRNN is composed of the Convolution Neural Network
layer (CNN layer) and the Recurrent Neural Network layer
(RNN layer) in order. In this study, the feature map (16 ×
1 × 512) calculated by the CNN layer is mapped into a
feature sequence X of (512 × 1 × 16) with a sequence length
of 16; the input of each time step is a 512-dimensional feature
vector, as shown in Figure 3. As a result, the feature sequence
can be input into the RNN layer for calculation.
The RNN layer performs the classiﬁcation task of 36
characters (from A to Z, and 0 to 9); that is, 36-dimensional classiﬁcation result yt is received after feature
vector xt at each time step is analyzed. When 512-dimensional xt enters the input layer, W1 is the weight of the
ﬁrst hidden layer, which is a matrix of order(N1 × 512); in
addition, b1 is the bias of the ﬁrst hidden layer, and the
output result of the ﬁrst hidden layer, H1 , is calculated by
equation (9) as follows:

yt � ACTWoutput · Hn + boutput ,

(9)
(10)

where H1 is obtained by means of xt calculated with weight
W1 , bias b1 , and activation function ACT. H1 is a vector of
dimension N1 and can be subsequently used as the input of
the second hidden layer. After H1 is calculated by the second
hidden layer, H2 as a vector of dimension N2 is received and
continuously regarded as the input of the next layer. The
above process continues until the output layer is ﬁgured out.
Similarly, the output of the last hidden layer Hn is also used
as the input of the output layer. Through the calculation of
weight Woutput , bias boutput , and activation function ACT, yt
is obtained as a 36-dimensional classiﬁcation result, as
displayed in equation (10), where Woutput ∈ R36×Nn is a
matrix of (36 × Nn ). The single-layer architecture of LSTM
can
sequentially
input
the
feature
sequence
X � x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , x16  beginning from x1 , perform calculations to obtain the output result y1 , and transfer
memory and output to the next time step. Based on this rule,
circular calculations are performed until x16 . Finally, the
result sequence Y � y1 , y2 , y3 , . . . , y16  is obtained.
This study adopted the Deep LSTM network with a
hidden layer depth of 256 layers. Each layer of LSTM needs
to train 4 sets of weights and biases, so there are 256 × 4 × 2
sets of parameters. hdt is expressed as the output of the dth
hidden layer at time step t; cdt is expressed as the memory of
the dth hidden layer at time step t. In the Deep LSTM
calculation, the output of each layer, hdt , will be used as the
input of the next layer, and hdt and cdt will also be passed to
the next time step. Finally, the output of the last layer, h255
t , is
equal to the result yt output at time step t. In the training and
inference process of LSTM, this study used the CTC
alignment to train the best parameter ∗θ , as shown in
equation (11), where S is the license plate characters used for
training and P(S|Y) �  P(h|Y):
θ∗ � arg max Pθ (S|Y).
θ

(11)

After the inference calculation of Deep LSTM, the result
sequence Y � y1 , y2 , y3 , . . . , y16  is obtained. The purpose
of the task is to analyze the probabilities of various character
classes at each time step from the feature sequence.
Therefore, yt is a 36-dimensional vector, representing the
classiﬁcation result of 36 classes. This study transmitted the
result at each time step into a probability distribution of 36
classes via the softmax function so that the result sequence Y
could be viewed as the probability distribution of 36character classes at each time step.
Finally, in CRNN’s transcription layer, this study utilized
the result sequence Y to ﬁnd the best path L∗ and output
license plate characters by means of greedy decode. The
greedy decode only considers the node with the highest
probability as the path; therefore, although h∗ can only
approximate the result of the best path L∗ , it can save more
computing resources and achieve the eﬀect of rapid
recognition.
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Figure 2: CRNN + CTC license plate character recognition procedure.
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Figure 3: The feature map corresponding to the feature sequence.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset. This study used Taiwan’s Application-Oriented
License Plate (AOLP) dataset released by the National
Taiwan University of Science and Technology with a total of
2049 sample photos and the Private Vehicle License Plate
(PVLP) dataset of company A with a total of 25,707 sample
photos as the training samples and test samples of the DLPR
model proposed by this study. The AOLP dataset collected
Taiwanese license plate images in a variety of real environments according to some speciﬁc criteria, while the
PVLP dataset directly collected Taiwanese license plate
images applied to diﬀerent scenarios in the real world, such
as highways, expressways, and roadside parking spaces. In
the AOLP dataset, according to the criteria of image
shooting, the dataset was divided into three diﬀerent subdatasets, including Access Control (AC), Traﬃc Law Enforcement (LE), and Road Patrol (RP). AC had a total of 681
photos, consisting of 374 photos with image resolution 320 ×
240 and 307 photos with image resolution 352 × 240, in
which all the license plates had 6 characters. LE had a total of
757 photos, consisting of 582 photos with image resolution
640 × 480 and 175 photos with image resolution 320 × 240,
in which there were 756 photos of six-character license plates
and only one photo of seven-character license plates. RP had
a total of 611 photos with image resolution 320 × 240, in
which all the license plates had 6 characters. In the AC
subdataset, the image was taken from the entrance or gate
control, so the vehicle was basically driving at a low speed or
completely stopped, and the camera was mounted within 5
meters from the vehicle; in the LE subdataset, the image
source was from the oﬀending vehicle taken by the ﬁxed
speed camera on the roadside, and the environment of the

road vehicle image was relatively complicated; in the RP
subdataset, the image was taken by a handheld camera or a
camera mounted on a moving vehicle so that the vehicle
image was shot at a random angle and distance. The AOLP
license plate photo samples are shown in Table 1. In the
PVLP dataset, there were many types of license plate photos,
such as images taken by ﬁxed speed cameras, images of
roadside vehicles taken manually, and black-and-white
photos taken by speed cameras on freeways. Therefore, these
license plate photos contained a variety of real environmental factors, such as weather changes, day and night
lights, light and shadow reﬂection, distances of photographing vehicles, image pixels, image quality, and diﬀerent
shooting angles, making PVLP license plate samples quite
abundant and diverse. Besides, images taken by ﬁxed speed
cameras also included multiple types of vehicles, such as
automobiles, locomotives, heavy locomotives, and large
vehicles. The PVLP dataset included the subdataset of Fixed
Speed Camera Image (FC) with image resolution 1337 × 977
and a total of 11,576 photos, comprising 27 images of fourcharacter license plates, 71 images of ﬁve-character license
plates, 4047 images of six-character license plates, and 7431
images of seven-character license plates, the subdataset of
Taiwan Highway Shot Image (TS) with image resolution
1392 × 1040 and a total of 11,060 photos, comprising 300
images of ﬁve-character license plates, 4208 images of sixcharacter license plates, and 6552 images of seven-character
license plates, and the subdataset of Roadside Shot Image
(RS) with image resolution 614 × 460 and a total of 3071
photos, comprising 4 images of ﬁve-character license plates,
1209 images of six-character license plates, and 1858 images
of seven-character license plates. The PVLP photo samples
are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Samples of AOLP and PVLP in diﬀerent types of datasets.
Dataset

AC

LE

RP

FC

TS

RS

AOLP

PVLP

4.2. Training for License Plate Location and Recognition.
The training of the DLPR license plate recognition model
was to utilize PVLP data to perform a series of model
training, such as license plate location and license plate
character recognition, using a total of 25,707 image samples
containing vehicles and license plates. In the training of the
license plate location model, this study input these 25,707
image samples into the license plate location model for
training with a total of 250 epochs, set 32 image samples each
time to perform training iterations 804 times in each epoch
of training, and set the initial learning rate as 0.3. During the
training process, the value of classiﬁcation loss is 4.858 in the
initial epoch and converges to 0.469 in the ﬁnal epoch; the
value of bounding box regression loss is 4.342 in the initial
epoch and converges to 0.234 in the ﬁnal epoch; the value of
landmark regression loss is 22.24 in the initial epoch and
converges to 0.795 in the ﬁnal epoch, as shown in
Figure 4(a). In the training of the license plate character
recognition model, this study utilized the trained license
plate location model to locate and correct the license plates
for the 25,707 samples of PVLP. After the model located the
license plates and calculated their correct locations, those
samples with IoU values greater than 0.5 would be selected as
the samples of license plate character recognition. Therefore,
a total of 25,218 license plate snapshot images were collected
from PVLP and viewed as training and validation samples
for the license plate character recognition model. This study
divided the 25,218 license plate snapshot images into two
parts: train set and validation set, in a ratio of 7 : 3. In the data
analysis of machine learning, 70% of the samples are used for
training, and 30% of the samples are used for veriﬁcation and
testing. The accuracy is approximately between 4-fold and 5fold cross validation. Also, according to Nguyen et al. [44],
the research results have revealed that the ratio of 70/30 used
for training and testing datasets can provide the proposed
models with the best training and veriﬁcation eﬀect. Although 10-fold cross validation can provide better accuracy,
the data ratio of 70/30 is still used for training, veriﬁcation,
and testing because of the complexity of the model in this
study. The train set could be regarded as the parameter
training of the model. The validation set was viewed as a

phased veriﬁcation for the training result of each epoch,
examining the model training result of the current epoch for
the ﬁtting ability of the validation set. Furthermore, the
ﬁtting ability was used as the judgment of the convergence
condition. The training of the license plate character model
had a total of 1851 epochs. In each epoch of training, 128
image samples were set each time to perform training iterations 198 times. The initial learning rate was set to 0.1. In
the training process, the CTC loss value is 0.274 in the initial
epoch, and the model ability is signiﬁcantly improved when
it approaches 200 epochs, in which the loss value is 0.0283;
the CTC loss value is 0.0275 when the model ﬁnally converges. In the validation process, the CTC loss value is 0.116
in the initial epoch, the loss value is 6.46e − 3 when
approaching 200 epochs, and the CTC loss value is 5.92e − 3
when the model ﬁnally converges, as shown in Figure 4(b).
At this time, this model can achieve a recognition accuracy
of 99.00% for the license plate character recognition of the
validation set after calculation.
4.3. Model Performance Evaluation with AOLP and PVLP
Datasets. In order to evaluate the DLPR’s capability of
license plate location, this study conducted an evaluation of
the detection model by calculating precision, recall, and
receiver operator characteristic curve (ROC curve). Precision can be used to evaluate how correctly the license plate
location model determines the location of the license plate.
The higher the precision is, the more accurate the detection
model is for determining the location of the license plate.
Recall can be used to evaluate how correctly the license plate
location model ﬁnds the location of the license plate. The
higher the recall is, the better the ability of the detection
model is for ﬁnding the location of the license plate. Receiver
operator characteristic curve (ROC) and area under the
curve (AUC) can be used to assess whether the license plate
location model has suﬃcient capability to discriminate
license plates. Generally speaking, it is presumed that the
model has a certain ability of judgment as the values of AUC
are greater than 0.5. The experimental results show that the
license plate location model in this study uses 25,707 license
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Figure 4: Loss function values of DLPR during the training of license plate location.

plate image samples from the PVLP dataset for the license
plate location tests; under the conditions of conﬁdence score
threshold � 0.9 and IoU threshold > 0.5, the precision of the
license plate location tests is 0.9860 and the recall is 0.9810.
Also, 2049 license plate image samples from the AOLP
dataset are used for the license plate location tests; under the
conditions of conﬁdence score threshold � 0.9 and IoU
threshold > 0.5, the precision of the license plate location test
is 0.8402 and the recall is 0.8549. Compared with the precision and recall of the PVLP dataset for testing, the precision and recall of AOLP drop signiﬁcantly. The reason is
that PVLP and AOLP have a slight diﬀerence in labeled
locations of the bounding box of the license plate. Therefore,
after the IoU threshold > 0.4 is revised, the experiment is
conducted. Then, the precision of the license plate location
tests increases to 0.9592, and the recall also rises to 0.9760, as
shown in Table 2. In the experiment of measuring DLPR’s
ability to diﬀerentiate between license plates, the ROC curve
is displayed in Figure 5, where AUC � 0.98 as the PVLP
dataset is used for testing and AUC � 0.94 as the AOLP
dataset is used for testing, indicating that they both have
good capabilities of discriminating license plates.
In the part of verifying the accuracy of the DLPR license
plate character recognition model, the measurement standard is that as long as all the license plate number characters
and word sequences on the license plate snapshot images are
recognized correctly without redundant characters, the
recognition is considered correct; otherwise, it is seen as an
error. The accuracy of the license plate character recognition
also depends on the license plate location ability of the
recognition model as well as the stability of the license plate
skew correction. Therefore, when testing the license plate
character recognition, this study only selected the license
plate snapshot images of IoU > 0.5 between the bounding
box predicted by the model and the ground-truth bounding
box as samples of verifying the accuracy of the license plate
character recognition model. The experimental results are

demonstrated in Table 3. DLPR has a very good recognition
level for the captured images of the license plates as long as
the license plate location is accurate enough, that is,
IoU > 0.5, and the “-” character among the license plate
characters can also be correctly recognized. However, in the
AOLP dataset, the labeled content of the license plate does
not contain the “-” character. Therefore, this study removed
the “-” character from the predicted license plate characters
and then compared it with the labeled content of the license
plate provided by AOLP. The results show that all the
recognitions can be completely correct under the condition
of IoU > 0.5. Conversely, in the tests of the PVLP dataset, the
“-” character is taken into consideration. After the labeled
content of the license plate provided by PVLP is compared,
the average of accuracy can reach 99.88%.
Considering the accuracy of the complete license plate
recognition, DLPR needs to go through the complete
computational process, including license plate location,
license plate skew correction, and license plate character
recognition, to ﬁgure out the license plate number. After the
number is compared with the labeled content of the license
plate, the accuracy of license plate recognition can be calculated. In addition, the frame per second (FPS) is used to
measure the speed of license plate recognition. The higher
the FPS value is, the faster the calculation speed of recognition is. According to the experimental results, as shown in
Table 4, when the PVLP dataset is applied to the license plate
location and license plate recognition, the average of accuracy is 97.56%, and the speed of recognition is FPS > 21.
However, as to the license plate sample of RS, the recognition rate is only 94.06% since the environmental conditions of shooting on mobile phones are more complicated.
Overall, the DLPR license plate recognition model proposed
by this study has been equipped with the ability of real-time
license plate recognition in real environments. In consequence, it has a variety of values of practical applications,
such as its capability of helping the data processing industry
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Table 2: Precision and recall of license plate location tests with diﬀerent threshold (TH).
Dataset
PVLP
AOLP
AOLP

Conﬁdence score TH
0.9
0.9
0.9

IoU TH
>0.5
>0.5
>0.4

Precision
0.9860
0.8402
0.9592

Recall
0.9810
0.8549
0.9760

Receiver Operating Characteristic

1.0

True Positive Rate

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
False Positive Rate

0.8

1.0

PVLP AUC = 0.98
AOLP AUC = 0.94

Figure 5: ROC curve of DLPR license plate location model.
Table 3: Accuracy (ACC) measurement of license plate character recognition to the proposed model with AOLP and PVLP dataset.
IoU threshold
0.5 < IoU < 0.75
0.75 < IoU < 0.9
0.9 < IoU

AC
Number
476
38
0

ACC (%)
100
100
X

AOLP
LP
Number
ACC (%)
455
100
158
100
30
100

Table 4: Average accuracy (Avg. ACC) and speed (FPS) of DLPR
using the PVLP dataset for license plate recognition.
Method
DLPR

FC (%)
99.19

PVLP
TS (%)
99.43

RS (%)
94.06

Avg. ACC (%)

FPS

97.56

>21

Table 5: Average accuracy (Avg. ACC) and speed (FPS) of DLPR
using the AOLP dataset for license plate recognition.
Method
Li et al. [40]
Li et al. [41]
Björklund et al.
[42]
DLPR (proposed)

AC
(%)
94.85
95.59

AOLP
LE
(%)
94.19
96.43

RP
(%)
88.38
83.80

94.60

97.80

96.90

96.43

39.21

96.91

98.01

98.20

97.70

62.93

Avg. ACC
(%)

FPS

92.47
91.94

0.66
2.5

enhance the accuracy of license plate recognition in photos
of traﬃc violations as well as the performance of traﬃc
service operations.

PVLP
RP
Number
291
247
14

ACC (%)
100
100
100

Number

ACC (%)

2637
12024
10558

99.92
99.83
99.91

DLPR uses the AOLP dataset to conduct a thorough
experiment on license plate location and recognition and
compares it with its related research, as shown in Table 5.
The experimental results show that the accuracy of DLPR
recognition performs the best in the categories of AC, LE,
and RP. The license plate recognition method proposed by
scholars Li et al. [45, 46] merged license plate location and
character recognition into the same major neural network.
Its license plate character recognition phase is similar to the
architecture applied in this study, which is based on the endto-end segmentation-free character recognition method.
Accordingly, it has good performances in datasets of AC and
LE, whereas it has a poor performance in the RP dataset
since the license plate skew correction is not adopted. The
framework of license plate recognition proposed by
Björklund et al. [47] included the processing of license plate
skew correction. In the character recognition stage, the
character recognition based on the segmentation method
was adopted. Therefore, in the tests of the AOLP dataset, its
performance of accuracy was good. As to the DLPR
framework proposed by this study, it has a stable and accurate prediction performance for its capabilities of license
plate location and license plate skew correction. Also, it is
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integrated with CRNN’s segmentation-free character recognition method to achieve the best recognition accuracy in
the tests of the AOLP dataset. Additionally, under the
condition of image resolution 640 × 640, the speed of license
plate recognition can reach 62.93 FPS.
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In terms of research contribution, after the Dual-stage
License Plate Recognition Model (DLPR) proposed by this
study used the PVLP dataset provided by company A in
Taiwan’s data processing industry to train license plate location and license plate character recognition, the ﬁnal
accuracy of license plate recognition could reach 97.56% in
the PVLP dataset, and FPS > 21. Besides, this study also
performed tests on the AOLP dataset and compared it with
its related research; the results indicated that the license plate
accuracy for all of the AOLP subdatasets gathered in the
DLPR model was the best, with an average of 97.70%, and
FPS could reach 62.93. Consequently, the DLPR model can
be applied to the license plate recognition of the real-time
image stream in the future and assist Taiwan’s data processing industry in improving not only the accuracy of
license plate recognition in photos of traﬃc violations but
also the performance of traﬃc service operations. In this
study, DLPR adopted three major processes: license plate
location, skew correction, and character recognition. In
particular, the character recognition applied an end-to-end
segmentation-free character recognition method based on
CRNN, having good recognition accuracy for the precisely
located and skew-corrected license plate snapshot images.
Therefore, when it was practically applied to the license plate
recognition using cellphone cameras, it could correctly
recognize license plate characters from the license plate
images with diﬀerent angles.
Still, there is a research limitation in this study. This
study used the undisclosed PVLP dataset to train the license
plate recognition model as well as the AOLP dataset to test
the license plate recognition model. In the AOLP dataset, a
team was established to record and classify license plates in
various real environments according to speciﬁc criteria, and
these detailed parameters were suﬃcient enough to allow the
license plate recognition model to improve its ability of
license plate recognition in some speciﬁc environments.
Nonetheless, the current PVLP dataset cannot provide detailed parameters related to the license plate samples, and it
can only provide three subdatasets for the preliminary
classiﬁcation. Hence, the establishment of a license plate
dataset with detailed classiﬁcation parameters will be of great
help to the study of license plate recognition. Future research
on this ﬁeld will help the PVLP dataset construct a complete
record of license plate parameters and focus on the study of
license plate recognition in more complex environments.

Data Availability
Data are available upon request to the authors. The data
source is obtained from the questionnaire analysis of the
author’s research.
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